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ABSTRACT 
(1) Cardinalities permitting, a finite set partitioned intwo ways is the union of disjoint 
matrices all of whose rows and columns are systems of representatives of the first and 
second partition respectively. The proof uses: (2) A rectangular matrix of non-negative 
integers with a constant row sum and a constant column sum is the sum of matrices of 
non-negative integers for which the two constants are relatively prime. 
1. ]INTRODUCTION 
Suppose a set S is expressed in two ways as the union of disjoint subsets: 
S = MI  + ... + Mm = NI + ... + N ~. 
An m by n matrix R with entries in S will be called representative if each 
column contains at most (equivalently: at least, or exactly) one element 
o f  each set M, ,  and each row at most one element of  each set N , .  Then 
it is clear that S can be the union of r disjoint representative matrices 
(that is, of the sets of their entries) only if each M r has cardinality nr, and 
each N, cardinality mr. The object of this note is to prove the following 
converse, which arose in studying Hajos decomposit ions (e.g., [2, Chapter 
15]) of finite Abel ian groups. 
THEOREM 1. Let  S = mnr, where m, n and r are positive integers. 
Suppose S = M 1 -I- "'" -~  Mm = N1 + "'" + Nn,  where ~a . . . . .  
~/I,~ = nr, and ~x . . . . .  ~ = mr. Then S is the union o f  r representative 
matrices R(1),..., R (T). 
The extendabil ity to infinite cardinals eems worth investigating. 
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2. REDUCTION TO THE CASE r ~ 1 
In this section we prove a theorem on doubly stochastic rectangular 
matrices which reduces the proof  of Theorem 1 to the special case r = 1. 
I f  A = (a.~) and B = (b~) are real m by n matrices, we say that A ~< B 
if a~. ~ b.~ for all/~, v. A real m by n matrix A = (a..) is called doubly 
stochastic if A ~ 0, the row sums ~=~ a .  are all equal, and the column 
sums ~.=~ a~. are all equal. (If m = n these matrices are non-negative 
multiples of what are usually called doubly stochastic matrices.) The 
doubly stochastic m by n matrices form a convex cone <Y,... whose extreme 
rays are given in [3]. The lattice points of c~,.,., i.e., the matrices in ff,~,n 
whose entries are integers, form a semigroup 5era,. under addition. 
THEOREM 2. Let d = (m, n) be the g.c.d, of m and n. Then s is 
generated by the set fr of matrices in s with row sums n/d and column 
sums m/d. 
The special case m = n is KOnig's theorem [1, p. 92] and will be used 
in the following proof. 
PROOF. Suppose A ---- (a~) ~ c#. .  and A 3& 0. Let n' denote the row 
sums of A and m' the column sums. Then mn' ----- nm', from which it 
follows that n' is a multiple of n/d, say n' -~ tn/d, and m' ----- tm/d. Let 
e ---- [m, n] be the least common multiple of m and n; thus e ----- mn/d. We 
now construct a bipartite mul t igraph/"  with e vertices Vu,~ (1 ~< t* ~< m, 
1 <~ ~ <~ n/oO and e vertices W~,t3 (l <~ v <~ n, 1 <~ fl <~ m/d). We begin 
by drawing a.. edges from V~,I to Wv.x. Then each V., 1 has valence n' 
and each W..I has valence m'. Since n' = tn/d, we can replace each edge 
V.,aW.,~ by an edge V.,~W.,~ in such a way that each V.,~ has valence t. 
Of  course each W~a still has valence m'. Since m' = tin~d, we can replace 
each V.,~W~,a by an edge V.,~W~,~ in such a way that each W~,~ has valence 
t. This operation does not change the valences of the V..~, so we now have 
a bipartite mult igraph/1 in which every vertex has valence t. By K6nig's 
theorem,/~ can be decomposed into t graphs/'~1),...,/~"), each of valence 1. 
Let a~ ~ be the total number of edges joining the vertices V~,~ (I ~ o~ ~< n/d) 
to the vertices W~ m (1 <~ fl <~ m/d) in/'~'~. Then the matrices A ~) ~ (a~ I) 
are in ~m,. ,  and A ~ A tl~ + .-- + A tt~. This completes the proof. 
Now let S be a set of mnr elements partit ioned as in the statement 
of Theorem 1. Let a..  = M.  n N. ; then the matrix A = (a~.) has row 
sums 21~. = nr, and column sums N. = mr. By Theorem 2, A is 
the sum of dr matrices in ~' . . . .  I f  these matrices are divided into r 
sets of d elements each, and the matrices in each set are added, we obtain 
A =A t~ q- ... q- A t~, where each A tp~ has row sums n and column sums m. 
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3. THE CASE r = 1 
We now prove Theorem l for r = 1. By hypothesis, 
S= MI + ...-}- Mm~- N + ... @ Nn, 
where lfI 1 -  - -~- lm= n, and -~T 1- -  - -N~ =m.  We have to 
arrange the elements of S so as to form a representative m by n matrix R. 
As a first step we construct a matrix R' whose/s-th row consists of the 
elements of M, .  Then it is clear that each column of R' contains one 
element from each of the sets M1 ..... M,~. Moreover, this property will be 
preserved if the elements of any column of R' are permuted. We will show 
that R' can be transformed into a representative matrix R by such 
permutations. To see this, construct a bipartite multigraph H with 2n 
vertices, labeled B1 ,..., B , ,  6"1 ..... C,,. Join B~ to Cv' by qv,, (>70) edges, 
such that each edge corresponds to an element of the set N~ in the v-th 
column of R'. It is immediately seen that each vertex of H has valence m. 
By K~Snig's theorem, H can be decomposed into m graphs H m ..... H ~'~) 
whose vertices have valence 1. Each H ~) determines a subset 
T, ~- {t,a ,..., t,,} of S such that t,~ is in the v-th column of R', and such 
that T, contains exactly one element of each N~(v ~- 1 .....  n). The matrix 
R = (t~,) differs from R' by a permutation of the elements within each 
column; since its/,-th row consists of the elements of T,(/, = 1 .... , m), 
R is representative. This completes the proof. 
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